Meeting AGENDA

Date: January 23rd 2019
Time: 9:00 - 17:30
Venue: Consulado General de Portugal, Avenida El Cid, 1, 41004 Seville, Spain

Attendees: EU Projects: INTMET, FAME, INFACIT, MIREU, REMIX and other projects
Mining companies and institutions related to Iberian Pyrite Belt

Organising Institution: Cobre Las Cruces, Coordinator of EU INTMET Project, Grant number 689515

Co-organisation and supporting: AMINER (Spain), MINERAL RESOURCES CLUSTER (Portugal)

Aims: Fostering technological innovation in the Iberian Pyrite Belt mining region
Promoting sustainable exploitation of complex and polymetallic ores
Well-aligned with EU Raw Materials programme and policy

PROGRAMME

1. Welcome and introduction (09:00-09:15).
   
   Iain Anderson, Cobre Las Cruces General Manager; Joao Queirós, Consul of Portugal in Seville.

2. Key notes from Administrations (09:15-10:15).

   Key notes from EU representative: EU Raw Materials political context
   
   Daniel Cios, Policy Assistant, Resource Efficiency and Raw Materials Unit, European Commission.

   Key notes from EU representative: Raw Materials sector in Horizon-2020 and future Horizon-Europe
   
   Marcin Sadowski, Head of Sector Raw Materials, European Commission.

   Key notes from Alentejo representative: Importance of mining business for Alentejo, Portugal
   
   Jorge Pulido Valente, Vice-Presidente da CCDR Alentejo.

   Key notes from Junta de Andalucia representative: Importance of mining business for Andalucia, Spain
   
   Natalia González Hereza, Directora General de Industria, Energía y Minas, Junta de Andalucía.
3. Key notes from Industries (10:15-10:45).

Key notes from AMINER representative: Opportunities and risks for mining business in the Iberian Pyrite Belt, Spanish territory

Manuel José García, Vocal de AMINER.

Key notes from Mineral Resources Cluster representative: Opportunities and risks for mining business in the Iberian Pyrite Belt, Portuguese territory

Luís Martins, Presidente do Conselho de Administração, Mineral Resources Cluster.


5. EU projects fit for clustering (11:15-13:15).

Contributions from EU Projects: INTMET, FAME, INFACT, MIREU

- INTMET (Francisco Sánchez, Cobre Las Cruces)
- FAME (Marco Roscher, Saxore Bergbau GmbH)
- INFACT (Petya Atanasova, HZDR)
- MIREU, REMIX (Wolfgang Reimer, GKZ Freiberg eV)


7. Roundtable: Mining companies from Iberian Pyrite Belt (14:15-15:45).

Innovations in current operations and new projects

- Almina (Portugal)
- Atalaya Mining (Spain)
- Cobre Las Cruces (Spain)
- Mina Aguas Teñidas (Spain)
- Minera Los Frailes (Spain)
- Somincor (Portugal)

Speakers to be defined.

9. Roundtable: EU Projects clustering focused on potential applications (16:15-17:15).

Opportunities to apply and exploit developed technologies in the Iberian Pyrite Belt mining region

- INTMET (Carlos Frías, Cobre Las Cruces)
- FAME (Marco Roscher, Saxore Bergbau GmbH)
- INFECT (Petya Atanasova, HZDR)
- MIREU, REMIX (Wolfgang Reimer, GKZ Freiberg eV)

10. Final remarks (17:15-17:30).

Follow up. Fields of interest and synergies for further cooperation.

Carlos Frías, INTMET Project Coordinator

---

Posters Session:

Several EU Projects (Raw Materials area) will present a Poster summarising the results of their activities.

---

Appendix:

INTMET Flyer
Internet: www.intmet.eu

Contact:

Dr. Carlos Frías, INTMET Project Coordinator
Technology & Innovation Director, Cobre Las Cruces S.A.
carlos.frias@fqml.com

Registration:

Registration form in website: www.intmet.eu